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We report absolute experimental integral cross sections (ICSs) for electron impact excitation of bands of electronic-states in furfural, for incident electron energies in the range 20–250 eV. Wherever possible, those results are compared to corresponding excitation cross sections in the structurally similar species furan, as previously reported by da Costa et al. [Phys. Rev. A 85, 062706 (2012)] and Regeta and Allan [Phys. Rev. A 91, 012707 (2015)]. Generally, very good agreement is found. In addition, ICSs calculated with our independent atom model (IAM) with screening corrected additivity rule (SCAR) formalism, extended to account for interference (I) terms that arise due to the multi-centre nature of the scattering problem, are also reported. The sum of those ICSs gives the IAM-SCAR+I total cross section for electron–furfural scattering. Where possible, those calculated IAM-SCAR+I ICS results are compared against corresponding results from the present measurements with an acceptable level of accord being obtained. Similarly, but only for the band I and band II excited electronic states, we also present results from our Schwinger multichannel method with pseudopotentials calculations. Those results are found to be in good qualitative accord with the present experimental ICSs. Finally, with a view to assembling a complete cross section data base for furfural, some binary-encounter-Bethe-level total ionization cross sections for this collision system are presented. © 2016 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4945562]

I. INTRODUCTION

We initially became interested in furfural (C₅H₄O₂) due to its importance in many industries1 and, in particular, due to its possible production through atmospheric-plasma treatments of biomass.2,3 In any likely application of the latter, for example, through the commercial establishment of a bio-refinery, the plasma action will need to be understood through some form of modelling or simulation, with electron scattering cross sections for all relevant species in the plasma being just one of the required inputs. It is hoped that fundamental scattering data of key biomass subunits, and their inclusion in plasma models, can provide insights into the mechanisms of those plasma actions with different forms of biomass that are built from varying fractions of complex polymers (cellulose, hemicellulose, and lignin). As a consequence, we have undertaken a systematic study of electron and photon interactions with furfural, both experimental and theoretical, that probed its valence electronic structure, vibrational quanta, elastic scattering and discrete electronic-state excitation differential cross sections (DCSs) and ionization phenomena.4–8 The present submission is a new step in this series of investigations with furfural, and as it is the integral cross sections (ICSs) that are generally of most interest to the modelling communities9–14 it therefore represents an important achievement. Note that this follows on from a similarly extensive study on phenol,15–20 another important by-product from the application of atmospheric-pressure plasmas to biomass.

While our independent atom model with screening corrected additivity rule (IAM-SCAR) calculations have had some success, in describing the electron scattering process down to energies (Eₑ) ~ 20 eV with some molecules,21–23 there are other systems24–26 where this approach does not yield cross sections that are in agreement with measured data for energies as high as 50 eV. In response to this, at least in part, Blanco and García27 recently extended their IAM-SCAR approach to account for multi-centre scattering (i.e., interference (I)) effects (thus now known as the IAM-SCAR+I method). We
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had previously considered the efficacy of this development, to describing elastic electron scattering from furfural; by comparison to results from a sophisticated Schwinger multichannel (SMC) computation. Here we extend this comparison by investigating how well the IAM-SCAR+I method performs in predicting the inelastic integral cross section sum. Recall that in principle this approach can calculate elastic differential and integral cross sections, inelastic integral cross sections (as a sum of the ICS for discrete inelastic processes, dissociation processes, and ionization) and if the species is polar (as furfural is) rotational ICSs through a Born-dipole method. The total cross section is then simply determined as the sum of all the aforementioned ICSs. Testing the validity of the inelastic ICSs from the current IAM-SCAR+I calculations forms a second rationale for the present study.

We have previously noted that furfural and furan are structurally similar molecules. This structural similarity also produces comparable features in their ground and excited state electronic structures (extensive discussion of the electronic structures of furan and furfural is available, so that a comparison between their complementary cross sections might be feasible. In this case, the band I electronic-states in furfural might correspond to the excitation of the electronic-state in furan. That excitation is a (HOMO) → (LUMO) process, which is similar to the excitation of the electronic-state (in band I) in furfural. Specifically, the HOMOs of both species are dominated by the out-of-plane π-bonding of the furan ring and the LUMOs correspond to the π*-furan ring contribution. Additionally excitation of the electronic-state in furan is a (HOMO − 1) → (LUMO) process that corresponds to excitation of the electronic-state (in band II) in furfural. This transition is characterised by an excitation from the out-of-plane O(2p)/C(2p) ring p-bonding network to the π*-furan ring orbital. Lastly, excitation of the electronic-state of furan is a (HOMO) → (LUMO) process that is similar to that for the electronic-state (in band II) in furfural, the singlet version of the ππ* transition in band I. The significant localisation of the contributing orbitals to the ring suggests that, to first order, the ICS of da Costa et al. and Regeta and Allan in furan can be compared to the present ICSs for band I in furfural, while the furan electronic-state cross sections of Regeta and Allan can be compared to the present ICSs for band II in furfural. This comparison forms another rationale for our current investigation.

The structure of the remainder of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly describe our procedure for deriving the absolute ICSs from our DCS measurements, as well as presenting a précis of our IAM-SCAR+I and Schwinger multichannel method with pseudopotentials (SMCPP) computations. Thereafter, in Sec. III, our measured furfural ICS results for bands I–IV, our theoretical results (binary-encounter-Bethe (BEB), SMCPP, and IAM-SCAR+I) and a comparison, where possible, between them will be presented and discussed. In addition, a comparison between the relevant furfural and furan electronic-state ICSs will also be provided in this section. Finally, some conclusions arising from the current investigation are given in Sec. IV.

II. ANALYSIS PROCEDURES AND THEORY

All details pertaining to the excited electronic-state spectroscopy of furfural can be found in the work of Ferreira da Silva et al., and so we do not repeat them here. Rather, we simply note that integral cross sections for the (i) band I excited electronic-states, (ii) band II excited electronic-states, (iii) band III excited electronic-states, (iv) band IV excited electronic-states, (v) band V excited electronic-states, and (vi) band VI excited electronic-states are reported in this paper. The sum of the ICS for those six “discrete” electronic bands are also reported. The energy range for the present ICSs is 20–250 eV, with a listing of those data being given in Table I and plotted in Figs. 1 and 2.

A full discussion of our experimental and data analysis methodologies, in going from measured electron energy loss spectra to deriving the absolute inelastic differential cross sections (DCSs), can be found in the work of Jones et al. (to whom the reader is referred for more details). The DCS (σi) for a given scattering process, i (in this case i = (i)–(vi) above), is related to the ICS, Qi, through the standard formula

\[ Q_i(E_0) = 2\pi \int_0^\pi \sigma_i(E_0, \theta) \sin \theta d\theta, \]

where \( E_0 \) = incident electron energy and \( \theta \) = scattered electron angle. In order to convert experimental DCS data, measured at discrete angles that span a finite angular range determined by the physical constraints of the apparatus, to an ICS, one must first extrapolate and interpolate the measured data so that they cover the full angular range from 0° to 180°. Our approach to accomplish this, built around a generalised

| TABLE I. Present experimental integral cross sections \((x10^{-16} \text{ cm}^2)\) for electron impact excitation of the discrete inelastic bands I–VI in furfural, and their sum. The percentage uncertainties (%) on these derived values are also presented. See text for more details. Note that \( E_L \) = energy loss. |
|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| E_L (eV) | Band I \(-2.7–4.3\) | Band II \(-4.3–5.3\) | Band III \(-5.3–6.4\) | Band IV \(-6.4–7.4\) | Band V \(-7.4–8.2\) | Band VI \(-8.2–9.0\) | Sum |
| E_0 (eV) | \(0.116\) (57%) | \(1.040\) (49%) | \(0.348\) (54%) | \(0.416\) (56%) | \(0.283\) (59%) | \(0.267\) (60%) | 2.47 (26%) |
| \(30\) | 0.063 (61%) | 0.801 (45%) | 0.280 (46%) | 0.490 (46%) | 0.467 (46%) | 0.547 (46%) | 2.65 (21%) |
| \(40\) | 0.047 (69%) | 0.785 (43%) | 0.249 (46%) | 0.436 (44%) | 0.431 (43%) | 0.484 (43%) | 2.43 (20%) |
| \(250\) | \(0.812\) (25%) | \(1.041\) (23%) | \(0.841\) (25%) | \(1.041\) (23%) | \(0.841\) (25%) | \(1.041\) (23%) | 2.41 (18%) |
FIG. 1. (a) Integral cross sections ($\times 10^{-16}$ cm$^2$) for electron impact excitation of the discrete electronic bands I–VI in furfural. Band I denoted by (●), band II denoted by (◆), band III denoted by (▲), band IV denoted by (●), band V denoted by (●), and band VI denoted by (★). Also shown is the sum of the ICS for those bands (▼), the sum of the electronic ICS and vibrational excitation ICS from work of Jones et al. (6), which sum plus a total ionization cross section (TICS) using a BEB calculation (33) and the IAM-SCAR+I ICS for the sum of all open inelastic channels (except vibrational excitation). Finally, our SMCPP results for Bands I and II, scaled by the appropriate factor in each case to give best agreement with the measurements, are also shown. See legend in figure and text for further details. (b) Theoretical IAM-SCAR+I ICS results ($\times 10^{-16}$ cm$^2$) for elastic scattering (green - - - -), total inelastic scattering (purple —) and the total cross section (TCS) (thin black —) in furfural. Also shown are a rotational ICS using a Born-dipole approach (red - - - -), and a total ionization cross section from a BEB calculation (grey – – –). The sum of the available measured electronic-state ICSs (this work), vibrational ICSs, and their sum is also shown, as is the TICS + discrete excitations sum. See legend in figure and text for further details.

oscillator strength (GOS) formalism (35,36) for optically allowed states, has also been described in some detail previously (37) and so again we do not repeat that detail here. The uncertainties on the present derived ICSs are also given in Table I and all are at the one standard deviation level. Those uncertainties arise from the intrinsic errors on the measured DCS and any uncertainty introduced through the interpolation/extrapolation of our data. The uncertainty limits on our ICS (see Table I) are found to be in the range 18%–69%, with the precise value depending on the $E_0$ and inelastic channel in question.

We have described our IAM-SCAR computations many times, (16,21–23,38) so that only a précis need be given here. In essence, an atomic optical potential scattering model calculates all the phase shifts for each of the atoms that comprise the species in question (i.e., carbon, oxygen, and hydrogen for furfural). The molecular scattering amplitudes then stem from the sum of all the relevant atomic amplitudes, including the phase coefficients. This is basically the so-called additivity rule (AR). However, the AR does not account for the target molecular structure, so that some screening coefficients (SCs) are also employed in order to account for the geometry of the molecule (atomic positions and bond lengths). Additionally, Blanco and García (27) recently introduced an interference term (I) to help describe that the collision dynamics involves scattering from multiple centres. Full details for this extension to the IAM-SCAR approach can be found in Ref. 27. Although we have previously plotted the elastic ICSs, as well as the total cross section, from this IAM-SCAR+I approach, (4,8) in Table II we list all the relevant data for the first time. It is interesting to compare the results from the IAM-SCAR+I and traditional IAM-SCAR approaches. The addition of the interference term in the calculation increases the elastic ICS by $\sim$15% at 5 eV and up to 43% at 1000 eV. However, the interference term does not influence the total inelastic ICS. Note that in Table II, we also include rotational ICS from a Born-dipole approach and the total ionization cross sections from our BEB computation (35,36). In the BEB approximation, the integral ionization cross section
contributions from the $i^{th}$ molecular orbital, $Q_i$, is obtained via
$$Q(t_i) = \frac{4\pi a_0^2 N_i(R/B_i)^2}{t_i + u_i + 1} \left[ \ln(t_i) - \frac{1}{2} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{t_i^2} \right) + 1 - \frac{1}{t_i} - \ln(t_i) + 1 \right].$$  \hfill (2)

In Eq. (2), $t_i = E_0/B_i$ and $u_i = U_i/B_i$, with $a_0$ and $R$ being the Bohr radius and the Rydberg energy, respectively. $N_i$, $B_i$, and $U_i$ are the ionized orbitals’ occupation number, bound state binding energy, and average orbital kinetic energy, respectively. The present furfural average orbital kinetic energies were obtained from density functional theory (DFT), with a B3LYP/aug-cc-pVDZ model chemistry, calculations within the GAUSSIAN 09 code. They were subsequently combined with experimental PES\textsuperscript{21–26} and calculated OVGF/aug-cc-pVDZ (Ref. 5) ionization energies. The total ionization cross section, $Q_{\text{ion}}$ (see Table II), is then obtained by summing up over the cross section contribution from the $N$-occupied furfural orbitals,

$$Q_{\text{ion}}(E_0) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} Q_i(t_i). \hfill (3)$$

In the present study, we also employed the Schwinger multichannel method with pseudopotentials (SMCPP)\textsuperscript{40–42} to obtain theoretical cross sections for the excitation of the previously discussed bands\textsuperscript{4} of furfural by electron impact. This theory was recently reviewed in Ref. 41, and here we only give a brief summary of the working expressions relevant to the present work. In this method the scattering amplitude is given by

$$f(k_f,k_i) = -\frac{1}{2\pi} \sum_{m,n}(S_k)V|\chi_m)(d^{-1})_{mn}(\chi_n|V|S_k). \hfill (4)$$

where

$$d_{mn} = \langle \chi_m | \left[ \frac{\hat{H}}{N+1} - \frac{\hat{H}P + P\hat{H}}{2} + \frac{PV + VP}{2} - V\mathcal{G}_p^{(+)}V \right] \times |\chi_n \rangle.$$  \hfill (5)

In the Eqs. (4) and (5), $P$ is a projector onto $N_{\text{open}}$ energy-allowed target electronic channels, i.e.,

$$P = \sum_{\ell=1}^{N_{\text{open}}} | \Phi_\ell \rangle \langle \Phi_\ell | . \hfill (6)$$

$\mathcal{G}_p^{(+)}$ is the free-particle Green’s function projected onto the $P$ space, $V$ is the interaction potential between the electron and the molecular target, $k_f$ ($k_i$) is the incoming (outgoing) electron wave vector, and $\hat{H} = E - H$ is the total collision energy minus the Hamiltonian of the $(N+1)$-electron system under the fixed nuclei approximation. Note that $H$ is defined as $H = H_0 + V$, where $H_0$ represents the Hamiltonian for the non-interacting electron-molecule system and $S_k$ is its corresponding solution, given by the product of a plane wave and a target state.

The $(N+1)$-electron trial basis, composed of configuration state functions (CSFs), denoted by $\chi_m$, is built from antisymmetrized products of target electronic states and single-particle (scattering) orbitals, with the proper spin-coupling. The open electronic collision channels are included in the $P$
space and the dynamical response of the target electrons to the projectile field (correlation-polarization effects) is accounted for through virtual excitations of the target. In this case, the CSFs are given by

$$|x_m \rangle = A_{N+1}|\Phi_i(1, \ldots, N)\rangle \otimes |\varphi_j(N+1)\rangle,$$

where $|\Phi_i(1, \ldots, N)\rangle$ is a target state and $|\varphi_j(N+1)\rangle$ is a single-particle orbital which represents a scattering orbital.

The integral cross section (ICS) for the electronic excitation process $\Phi_n \rightarrow \Phi_{n'}$, where $\Phi_n$ denotes the target states, can be readily obtained from the scattering amplitude given in Eq. (4) by the following relation:

$$\sigma_{n \rightarrow n'}(E) = \frac{k_f}{k_i} \frac{1}{4\pi} \int d\mathbf{k}_i \int d\mathbf{k}_f |f(k_f, k_i)|^2.$$

In the expression above, the magnitude of the final wave vector is given by $k_f^2 = k_i^2 - 2(\epsilon_n - \epsilon_1)$, where $\epsilon_n$ denotes the energy of the nth electronic target state. The integration over $\mathbf{k}_f$ accounts for scattering into all the possible directions, while $(4\pi)^{-1} \int d\mathbf{k}_i$ averages over the random molecular orientations in the target gas. The integration over both the incoming and outgoing directions makes the ICS rotationally invariant and hence equal in both the molecule-fixed and laboratory-fixed reference frames. The ICSs for the bands considered in this work are simply obtained as a sum of the ICSs for each electronic excitation process involving the states that compose the specific band under consideration.

In electron collisions with polar molecules or for dipole-allowed singlet transitions, we employ a Born-closure scheme to deal with the long range potential. The scattering amplitude within the Born-closure is given by

$$f^\text{closure}_{\text{LAB}}(k_f, k_i) = f^\text{FBA}_{\text{LAB}}(k_f, k_i)$$

$$+ \sum_{\ell=0}^{\ell_{\text{max}}} \sum_{m=-\ell}^{\ell} \left( f_{\text{LAB}}(\ell m, k_i) - f^\text{FBA}_{\text{LAB}}(\ell m, k_i) \right)$$

$$\times Y_{\ell m}^* (k_f),$$

where $f^\text{FBA}_{\text{LAB}}$ is the scattering amplitude for the permanent dipole moment potential for the elastic process or for the dipole transition potential for inelastic dipole-allowed processes. Both are obtained in the first Born approximation, in a closed form in the laboratory-frame, and the amplitude $f_{\text{LAB}}(\ell m, k_i)$ is just the $f(\ell m, k_i)$ (which is the amplitude where $k_f$ is expanded in partial waves) transformed to this frame.

The molecular geometry and the single-particle basis represented by Cartesian Gaussian functions, used in our calculations, are the same as reported by Ref. 8. As also discussed in that reference and in Jones et al., the minimum orbital basis for single-excitation configuration interaction (MOBSCI) of the present application considered up to 31 triplet and 31 singlet electronic states (plus the ground electronic state), with 31 electronic states open at 10 eV (31ch-SEP approximation), 53 electronic states at 20 eV (53ch-SEP approximation), and all 63 electronic channels open at 30 and 40 eV (63ch-no additional closed channels for SEP). Note that the acronym SEP stands for static exchange plus polarisation.

### III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In Table I and Figure 1(a) we present, our experimental electron-impact ICSs for each of bands I–VI in furfural, and the ICS for the sum of these electronic-state bands. The energy range of those experiments is 20–250 eV. Note, however, the energy resolution of the measurements at 250 eV was poorer than those between 20 and 40 eV, so that at 250 eV, ICSs are only reported for bands I + II + III and bands IV + V + VI and their sum. Further note that as band I is comprised of two triplet states and a symmetry-forbidden singlet state, its contribution at 250 eV will be minimal so that the ICS here, for all intents and purposes, essentially corresponds to that for bands II + III. It is clear from Fig. 1(a) that the smallest magnitude ICS corresponds to excitation of band I, while the largest magnitude ICS corresponds to that for excitation of band II. This observation is entirely consistent with the energy loss spectra previously reported in the work of Jones et al., and with the fact that the strongest dipole-allowed electronic-state excitation in furfural (to a ‘A’ state at $E_0 \sim 4.79$ eV) lies in band II. With the exception of band I, where the magnitude of its ICS dies off quite quickly as $E_0$ is increased from threshold, the energy dependence of the ICSs for bands II–VI are all quite similar (see Fig. 1(a)). We believe this observation is consistent with the discrete electronic-state spectroscopy of furfural, as discussed by Ferreira da Silva et al., as each of bands II–VI largely consists of a mixture of triplet, symmetry-forbidden singlet, dipole-allowed singlet, and Rydberg states.

Finally, for bands I and II, we can compare the measured ICS to corresponding results from our SMCPP computations. Excellent qualitative (i.e., the shape of the ICS as a function of energy) accord is found for both bands, with the reasons for the mismatch in absolute value having been described in detail previously. Briefly, however, the magnitude discrepancy is thought to be due to the finite size of our present MOBSCI and that coupling to the continuum is currently not considered.

Also plotted in Fig. 1(a) are the results of our total ionization cross section (TICS) calculation using a BEB approach, and our total inelastic ICS (except for vibrational excitation) from our IAM-SCAR+1 computation. If we now add the sum of our electronic-state ICSs to the sum of the vibrational ICSs from Jones et al., and our TICS, then that might be compared to the IAM-SCAR+1 total inelastic ICS. We note that we are not strictly comparing “apples with apples” in this case, as the former sum does not include an ICS for neutral dissociation while the IAM-SCAR+1 result ignores vibrational excitation. Nonetheless, as we glean from Fig. 1(a), the agreement between them is really quite excellent and provides a nice self-consistency check for those results. This gives us some confidence that a furfural cross section data base might also be assembled for plasma modelling studies.

In Fig. 1(b), we again plot the experimental ICS sums for electronic-state and vibrational excitation, and our BEB results and the sum of all these component cross sections, but now we compare them to our IAM-SCAR+1 results for the total cross section (TCS), rotational ICS, elastic ICS and, as before, the total inelastic ICS. Note that all our
IAM-SCAR+I theory results are summarised in Table II. The main point of this figure is to graphically illustrate just what a small contribution to the TCS that discrete electronic-state excitation actually makes. Indeed its contribution to the TCS increases from only ∼2.9% at 20 eV to ∼8.4% at 250 eV, with ionization clearly being the dominant inelastic process above about 20 eV. Nonetheless, as has been explicitly demonstrated by White and colleagues on several occasions, while the discrete electronic-state cross sections may be relatively small for a given molecule, they cannot be ignored if one wishes to provide a quantitative description for electron transport in gas discharges.

Let us now consider Figure 2, where we compare our band I and band II furfural ICSs, respectively, to corresponding electronic-state ICSs in furan from the work of da Costa et al. and Regeta and Allan. Specifically, in Fig. 2(a), we compare the present band I results to those for the furan $^3B_2$ state, while in Fig. 2(b), we compare our band II ICS results to those for the ($^3A_1 + ^1B_2$) states in furan. While it is true that the current furfural and previous furan results only explicitly overlap at $E_0 = 20$ eV, we can still also look at the trends in the energy dependence of both sets of data. It is apparent from Fig. 2(a) that the relevant furfural (band I) and furan ($^3B_2$) electronic-state ICSs are in excellent agreement at 20 eV, and that the trends in the energy dependence of both sets of ICS are also in very good accord. Similarly, for the band II ICSs of furfural and ($^3A_1 + ^1B_2$) ICSs in furan, very good agreement between our results and those of Regeta and Allan is found at 20 eV and in the energy trends of both sets of data (see Fig. 2(b)). The exciting prospect from the results embodied in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b) is that we might use the furan results from Regeta and Allan to extend our furfural results to lower energies and thereby further complete our furfural cross section data base for gas discharge and/or plasma modelling simulations. Of course it would be much better if the actual furfural data were available, but in its absence our suggestion, undertaken with appropriate caution, is undoubtedly superior to having no lower energy ICSs at all. Finally, for band I in furfural and the $^3B_2$ state in furan, we note that we also find a satisfactory level of accord between our results and those of da Costa et al.31

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported on a series of integral cross section results, for electron impact excitation ($E_0 = 20–250$ eV) of bands of electronic-states in furfural. Those experimentally derived ICSs were supplemented with calculations using our IAM-SCAR+I model, our SMCCP model, and also a BEB model for the total ionization cross sections. Where a comparison between measurements and theory could be made, very good quantitative (but in some cases only qualitative) agreement was typically found. Similarly, when a comparison was made between our furfural band I and band II electronic-state ICSs, with corresponding furan electronic-state results from Regeta and Allan, rather good accord was also found. As one of the aims of this study was to provide absolute cross sections that could be incorporated into simulations of atmospheric-plasma action on biomass, we consider the present investigation to have been successful to some degree. Further work, however, even though furfural is not a particularly nice species to work with experimentally, is needed to push the available measurements closer to threshold. Nonetheless, if the present results were combined with our earlier work on elastic cross sections (including the momentum transfer cross section), vibrational excitation cross sections, and ionization, then a reasonable database starting point, for simulations where furfural is a constituent, has probably been achieved.
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